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Documentary

THE HERITAGE OF OBLIVION 망각의 유산

THE TRAIN 더 트레인

60mins x 1ep│2016│KR│4K UHD

60mins x 1ep│2016│KR│4K UHD

Let’s go back to the 16th century to find out what
happened to Korean and Japanese potters!

Train Journey of the Korean Peninsula to ever be
filmed in UHD!

In the era of Chosun, a type of ceramic bowl,
“Idodawon” was created. Even though this ceramic
staple was created by Korean potters, 200 Idodawon
bowls are kept and preserved by Japan now. How did
Japan recognize its importance and Korea fail to do it?

Life is feeling, not seeing. Music is a enjoying, not
playing. A nineteen-year-old girl having a big dream
and a musician are making a special way. This
emotional journey on the train reminds your beautiful
memory back.
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Documentary

MOUNT. BAEK-DU 백두산
60mins x 2eps│2015│KR (CH/ JP)│4K UHD │Air on KBS

Mount. Baek-du, the highest mountain in Korea!

FIVE SECRETS OF KOREAN COLORS
다섯 가지 비밀, 한국의 색을 풀다

60mins x 1ep│2015│KR (EN)│4K UHD
It is time to take a colorful trip in 4K UHD!

The mountain Baek-du is located in Ryanggang
Province on the border between North Korea and
China and it is a very important and symbolic place for
both countries. This documentary shows the most
beautiful scenery in four seasons.

In Korea, there are five traditional colors which are
symbols for five directions. Each of colors is hiding
everywhere in our lives!
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Documentary

A BEAUTIFUL LIFE STORY 명물인생

KING’S CUISINE 왕의 식탁, 귀족의 음식

30mins x 52eps│2016│KR│Air on CJ Hellovision

30mins x 2eps│2014│KR│Air on CJ Hellovision

The special life story of ordinary people!

Beautiful scenes and story following royal cuisine!

This program introduces ‘the Masters’ in each of their
different fields. It is not fancy, but their lives are very
special with plenty of passion and efforts.
Let’s follow these people who have been trying their
best to be the master in their fields!

Korean food culture has been spotlighted from fancy
royal cuisine to dignity meal. In this program, we
follow two of the food culture comparing Korea and
Europe.
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Documentary

DIGITAL EVOLUTION 디지털의 진화 증강인류의 탄생
60mins x 1ep│2015│KR

How Far Could Technology Reach!
Digital revolution makes human ability expand a lot
more than before. Here, we talk how far 'augmented
humanity' technology has went and how much it will
affect on human life. Ultimately, let's have some time
to think over how to prepare for new digital era.

GREEN DESIGN IN NORTHERN EUROPE
자연을 닮은 북유럽 디자인

60mins x 2eps│2015│KR
Simple and Convenient Green Design Products from
Northern Europe!

Furniture and interior pieces in northern Europe style
have been the trend of Korean households. This
program introduces the natural wonders and
harmonious shops in northern Europe which gave birth
its unique style.
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Documentary

RAIL ROAD 레일로드

A STORY OF WATER 물 이야기

20mins x 3eps│2014│KR

45mins x 2eps│2015│KR│Air on FTV

The beautiful train route through Korea!

From the beginning to the end, everything about water!

Seventy percent of Korean territory is covered with
mountains. This program shows the extensive and
wonderful sceneries and many of different lives across
the 684 km-long Backdu-daegan by train.

In Korea, Japan and Germany, there were recordable
droughts. Look at the current status of water shortage
in three countries. Find out how wastewater can be
used as a resource and how polluted rivers that lost its
function by human intervention can be reverted to
nature.
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Documentary

AN EXCHANGE OF COLUMBUS
콜럼버스의 교환

45mins x 2eps│2014│KR│Air on FTV

Find out what is the ecological disturbance and how it
actually affects our ecosystem.
We look at the bass which prey on native species
discriminately in our ecosystem. By looking at the
international reports which introduce how to manage
the ecological disturbances effectively, we try to find a
way to manage and control our environment.

BIG MOUTH 고래상어의 꿈
50mins x 1ep│2014│KR (EN)│3D, HD
A friendship between a whale shark and a diver!
With the appearance of whale sharks, the village
became a popular tourist spot. It has brought lots of
changes to the village, the people and the whale
sharks. Is it possible for the diver and the whale shark
to maintain their friendship? The story about human
and whale shark as friends.
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